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In order to lower the frequency of airborne radars down into the region of the dominant

resonances of airborne targets, one can use the major dimensions (fuselage and wing) as part of the

antenna. In the loweT HF band, one can control the excitationof the airframe natural modes using

symmetry. In the upper HP band and V!4P band one can mount small antennas over these mapr

dimensions to form an array. These two types of antennas can be used for target location and

identification, and can be used in a SAR mode to significantly increase the resolution and suppress

clutter.
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Abstract

In order to lower the frequency of airborne radars down into the region of the dominant

resonances of airborne targets, one can use the major dimensions (fuselage and wing) as part of the

o

antenna. In the lower HF band, one can control the excitation of the airframe natural modes using

symmetry. In the upper HF band and VHF band one can mount small antennas over these major

dimensions to form an array. These two types of antennas can be used for target location and

identification, and can be used in a SAR mode to significantly increase the resolution and suppress

clutter.



1, Introduction

#

Aircraft have long been used as platforms for various kinds of antemas for various applications

(radio, radar, direction finding, etc.). Many of these antennas are small compared to the major aircraft

dimensions such as fuselage length and diameter, wing length, etc. These antennas can be electrical~y

large and/or smalI depending on frequency or pulse characteristics, whether or not they use a metal

aircraft skin as a ground plane [3, 4]. This paper considers large antennas (including arrays) which use a

large portion or all of the external airframe. These antennas are for operating in the HF or VHF bands,

including pulses dominated by these frequencies.

The current discussion concerns the use of such antennas as radars with frequencies considerably

below those in common use. By moving the frequency down to the resonant region of airborne targets

(aircraft, missiIes), one can, in some cases, increase the scattering length (and cross section), thereby

allowing one to detect the target at larger ranges [11]. In adciition, the target natural frequencies can be

used as an identifier via the SEM (similari~ expansion method) representation of the scattering [14]. The

Iarge dimensions of the target are of the order of a half wavekm~h in size at the lowest order resonances,

thereby indicating the important frequencies, In order to efficiently radiate such frequenaes, one needs

antennas of sirrdar dimensions (or larger), thereby indicating the use of major portions of the airframe of

the airborne antenna platform.
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2. Principal Airframe Natural Modes as Antenna Modes

0“
High-frequency band, 3-30 MHz (HF) antennas are an important class of aircraft antennas [12, 13,

16, 19,20, 23]. Common driving techniques include electric-~ (high impedance) “caps” or “probes” on

extremities (wing-tips, nose, tail), and magnetic-type (low impedance) shunt-feeds. There may also be

special long wires (e.g., from tail cap to fuselage) for the antenna feed. These latter types of feed

significantly change the aircraft conducting exterior from an electromagnetic (antenna and scattering)

point of view. An example of such lengthy wire feeds is given in fig. 2.1 where the wires run from wing

tip to horizontal-stabilizer tip. With sources connecting at either both wing tips or both horizontal-

stabilizer tips, the resulting large loop can be driven in push-push or push-pull modes giving a very large

antenna. ~ether one adopts this approach involves several factors, including aerodynamic ones. Much

longer wires are sometimes used for VLF (very-low frequency band, 3-30 kHz) trailing-wire antennas.

As indicated in fig. 2.1, the aircraft exterior (including added wires or other antenna-associated

items) is assumed to have an electromagnetic symmetry plane P (the z = Oplane in the usual Cartesian (x,

y, z) system) [5, 241. With the reflection group

Rz = {(l),(Rz)} , (RZ)2 = (1)

o
(an involution group) and its dyadic (matrix) representation

[1100

= O 1 0 = reflection through P

(2.1)

(2.2)

Lo o -1)

dRZ=7

the electromagnetic fields, currents, etc., can be decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric parts

with the properties

+
* o (x, y, - z) = mirror coordinaterm ~ Rz

(2.3)

+ +?
h!.sy(~rn, t)= T Rz “ isy(%f)

as us
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Fig. 2.1, Example Configuration of Wires to Give Large Coupling
Loop (Significantly Altering the Natural Modes).
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the upper signs applying to the symmetric parts (subscript sy) and the lower signs applying to the

o antisyrnmetric parts (subscript as), This convention also applies to the two decoupled ways or “modes”

of operating antennas with this symmetry. Of course, one can use a linear combination of symrnetic and

antisymmetric modes in both transmission and reception if desired.

The singularity expansion method (SEM) is a useful way of expressing the response (especially

transient response) of antemas and scatterers in terms of poles in the complex-frequency plane [8, 14,17,

18]. Considering the surface current density on

7,(%s) = WX na 7sa[$- %J-l

an aircraft we can write (antenna in transmission) [7, 181

a
possible entire function

voltage at antenna gap(s)

.(

+
e g(~); ~$a (7)

)—,

coupling coefficient

two - sided Laplace transform (over time t)
Q + jco = complex frequency or Laplace - transform variable

natural frequency

natural mode

surface of the aircraft

(2.4)

~g (7s ) = spatial form of the electric field in the antenna gap(s)

The details need not concern us here, and are found in the references. What is important is the basic form

that the poles take, involving natural frequencies (giving damped sinusoids in time domain), natural

modes (the spatial distributions over the aircraft), and coupling coefficients (the strengths of the poles due

to the excitation ~(s) at the antenna port(s)). The form of the coupling coefficient in (2.4) involves
&

symmetric products (integrals over S) and the kernel Z ~of the integral equation (e.g., the impedance or

E-field kernel) being used. Note that in the antenna case under discussion here the incident field is

replaced by the electric field at the antenna gaps. If there is any impedance loading at the antenna gap(s)

(source impedance) this also needs to be included as it can affect the natural frequencies and modes.

e
5
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While (2.4) can be used to caIculate the pole parameters, these can ak.o be regarded as experimental

observable. 0

Applying now the reflection symmetry to the natural modes, we have the resuIt that they can be

separated into two kinds, symmetric and antisymmetric [1, 2,6, 10, 171,as

()SYaq = ~, a’
as.

+
1 S’q (7s) = * $?s’ “ 75,Y (%)

, a’ a’
6!.s !25’

(2.5)

with the associated natural frequencies now being similarly labeled. Note that the natural modes for the

surface current density have the same properties as the eIectnc field ~11(2.3).

Figure 2.2 shows the lowest order natural modes on a simple aircraft structure, these being

dominated by the lengths of wing and fuselage being of the order of a half wavelength [1, 6, 17]. The

symmetric modes are more complicated due to the interaction of wing and fuselage and the first severaI

of these are illustrated in [9, 19]. The lowest two symmetric modes in fig. 2.2 have the property that one

has an important current on the rear part of the fuselage (sy, 1,1) and the second has an important current

on the forward part of the fuselage. The two natural frequencies can be close to each other depending on *

how close the geometry approximates a symmetrical cross (with a second spru-netry plane perpendicular

to the x axis).

One can position antenna gaps in shunt feeds as indicated in fig. 2.3 to excite these principal

natural modes (and higher-order ones as well). In this example, there are gaps fore and aft of the two

wing roots. By appropriate excitations of these four antenna gaps, one can preferentially excite particular

modes. Note the possible use of dielectric to make the loop areas aerodynamically part of the wing

surfaces.

The simplest case is the antisymmetric mode (as, 1) in fig. 2.2C, this being the haIf-wave

resonance of the wing with no net current through any cross .wction (plane perpendicular to the z axis) of

the fuselage. By using equal but opposite polarities on port and starboard antenna gaps (push-pull

configuration) the gap electric fields are antisymrnetric as described in (2.3). The relative amplitudes of

the fore and aft gap voltages can aIso be adjusted if desired. The radiation pattern of this mode is

approximateIy that of an electric dipoIe with a maximum on P (the z = Oplane) in the far field. As a

down-looking radar, this then is appropriate for searching for targets fore and aft, for which the

polarization is horizontal

6
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For symmetric excitation, one uses the same polarity with equal excitations on port and starboard

@
to give a symmetric gap electric field as in (2.3), This still leaves the relative amplitudes (and phases) of

the fore and aft gap voltages to be considered, The two symmetric modes can roughly be considered as

being fore (sy, 1, 2) and aft (sy, 1, 1) modes in figs. 2.2B and 2.2A respectively. By emphasizing the fore

gap voltages where the fore mode is stronger one expects to more strongly excite the fore mode, and

conversely for the aft mode. By appropriate combinations of fore and aft voltages one might even

approximately separate the two modes. Since these two modes have different natural frequenaes one can

use these modes in combination for broad banding the transmitting antema. Both of these modes will

have electric-dipole-like characteristics with dipole moments parallel to P and approximately parallel to

the x axis. As a downlooking radar, this is appropriate for searching for targets abeam, for which the

,

polarization is again horizontal.



3. Large Arrays on Airframe

As one goes higher in frequency, the fuselage and wing lengths become many wavelengths in

length, and the first few natural modes are not adequate to describe the response. There is, however,

some benefit to having these dimensions several wavelengths since one can now consider arrays of

antennas mounted over the Iengths of the fuselage and/or wing to obtain a narrower antema beam

(greater directivity) for better locating a target and for better clutter suppression. While the antennas of

Section 2 are appropriate for the Iower part of the HF band, the arrays considered here are appropriate for

the upper part of the HF band and for the VHF (very-high frequency, 30-300 MHz) band. Of course, one

can go to even higher frequencies (as is typically done with aircraft radars), but these arrays are small

compared to the fuselage and wing lengths. Furthermore, the frequencies of interest for our purposes

here are in the resonant region of the targets of interest for which half wavelengths are of the order of (or

not too much smaller than) the target major dimensions.

Consider now the kind of antenna eIements one might wish to have in the amay, As discussed in

[4], if one wishes to transmit or receive in a direction normal to a conducting surface, a magnetic dipcde is

preferable to an electric dipoIe. Another advantage is that, if the individual antennas (array elements) are

electrically small, the magnetic dipoles are constructed as loops which have a low input impedance in this

frequency region. So Iet us consider arrays of such loops mounted on the aircraft skin with magnetic
o

moments ~ parallel to the aircraft skin (and including the loop images inside the aircraft). Note,

however, that one can also use eIectric dipoles with dipole moments perpendicular to the skin, or even

combinations of eIectric and magnetic dipoles.

Figure 3.1 ilktrates what an a,nay of such antennas might look like for a down-looking radar, for

which the antennas are mounted under the fuse~age and wing. The antennas under the fuselage can be

contained in a dielectric fairing running the length of the fuselage. This is a keel-like structure and the

associated antennas can be refereed to as keel antennas which are part of the keel array. This keel array

can be used to scan fore and aft with a beam width of the order k/t (in radians) where X is the

wavelength and t’ the length of the array [15]. Under the wings, the Ioops can also be enclos-ed in

dielectric py~ons. This wing array might also include antemas in the curreniiy popular winglets at the

wing tips. Such an array can scan from side to side with similar angular resohtion. Between the two

arrays, one can scan in two angles, the third coordinate, range, being given by the usual time delay.

10
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The orientation of the magnetic dipo~e‘moments ~, as indicated in fig. 3.1, is perpendicular to

the direction of motion of the aircraft (relative to the air) for aerodynamic convenience. The planes of the *

loops are then parallel to the air flow. For the chosen antenna locations the magnetic moments are

approximately perpendicular to P (and, except for phasing (or timing) symmetric with respect to P), For

targets near P and near the earth surface the incident electric fieId is parallel to 1?and perpendicular to a

radius vector from the array platform. In radar parIance this is referred to as vertical polarization. Note,

however, that directly under the array the incident electric field is paralleI to P and to the earth surface

(i.e., strictly horizontal). Abeam and below the aircraft the incident electric field is horizontally pciarized

(and parallel to l?). For more general target locations the polarizations of the incident field is in general a

combination of both polarizations. Polarization at the target is important and one wouId like to have the

incident electric field as nearly as practical paralleI to the conductors of greatest length (e.g., fuselage

and/or wing of the target). By reorienting the magnetic dipole moments one can obtain other

polarizations but at an increase in mechanical complexity (e.g., by allowing air to flow through Ioops

oriented with ~ paraIIeI to the air flow).

12

The location of the antennas in fig. 3.1, has been selected on the assumption that one is interested

in a down-looking radar. If one is interested in searching for targets at the same or higher altitudes

compared to the radar, one might choose other Iocations for the antemas. For example, the keel antemas

might be moved to the sides or top of the fusdage. o
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4.

*

Radar Applications

Let us now consider how these antennas might functions part of a radar. As in fig. 4.1, the radar

platform is assumed flying at some altitude /zp with velocity ?P, typically parallel to the local earth

surface underneath. Similarly the target is assumed flying at altitude hf with velocity ?t. The distance

between the projections of the platform and target on the earth surface (assumed approximately level) is

d, and their relative altitude is hp – ht, giving a reMw Separation

r=[d’+(V@
There is also an angle of elevation of the platform above the target as,

~=arctan[~]=arcsin(~) =arccos(’)

(4.1)

(4.2)

The two velocities, while assumed for level flight, need not be parallel to the page.

*
By the scattered signal returning on the direct path (I?I in both directions) one readily determines

r. Furthermore, through the use of Doppler techniques, or equivalently the time of return of subsequent

pulses, we have dr/clt which can be interpreted as

-7r. [;f –7P]
-+
rt ‘~Q

r

lFf–7pl

target position

platform position

(4.3)

From the ground return (from non-moving features on the earth surface) or various other techniques the

platform velocity 7P can be determined. If one has sufficient angular resolution and observes the target

for sufficient time, one can determine the cross range velocity. Note that here, down range and cross

range refer to a coordinate (inertial reference frame) based on the radar platform, so that the velocity

@

components are components of 7t – ~p.

13
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The second signal to return from the target to the radar platform is via the multipath as

*
illustrated in fig. 4.1. The multipath can be traversed in two directions: PI (radar to target), followed by

P2 ( target to earth surface), followed by P3 (earth surface to radar), or in the reverse direction around the

loop (i.e., I?3, then P2, then PI). Assuming reciprocity, the contributions of the waves propagating around

this multipath are equal for both directions, thereby doubling the signal from what one would calculate

from a single bistatic scattering at the target and the earth surface. If the scattering from the earth surface

is not too Iossy (e.g., sea water) and the bistatic scattering at the target is comparable to the monostatic

scattering, this multipath signal can even be larger than the direct-path signal. Consider the various path

lengths

/n = length of Pn

ll=r

211 = 2r =
3

path length for direct signal

length for multipath signal

(4.4)

Assume a low-flying target such that

*

ht << $ (4.5)

making P3 approximately parallel to PI. Then 12 + 23 can be estimated (being also the distance from the

radar to the image target) via

1

[ 1

—
/2+/3 = (~+ fit)2 + d2 2

=[(%-k!%k+d’j

= p; + 4h#t]i

hp hf
+0as ~

o

The difference in path Iengths for multipath and direct is then

(4.6)

15
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With t’1, Alm, and hp available from measurement we have

/1 Alm Alm
4=— 2$ = 2 sin(y)

&

o
(4.7)

(4.8)

as an estimate of the target altitude. Of course, one need not use the approximation in (4.6), but can salve

the equations for hf.

After the multipath signal discussed above, there is the signaI from the wave propagation from

the radar via I?3 and P2 to the target and returning via P2 and P3. The path length is the same as the

round trip path between the radar and the target image. This has the additional path length over the

direct path as

A/i = 2[/2 + l?] – 2/1

(4.9)

.

so the time intervals between direct and multipath, and between multipath and image are about the

same, further aiding in the determination of the target altitude.

Besides hi, we would also Iike to know the horizontal range to the target. From (4.1) we directly

have

1

.

for smalI hf, this reduces to

16
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[1
d= 7A2-$2= r cos(v) (4.11)

One of the limitations of radars at these frequencies (given the size of aircraft platforms) is the

directivity of the radar because of the frequencies (LF and VLF) proposed for use. As discussed above,

various parameters can be determined from time of arrival of the radar return signals. However, the

cross range parameters (azimuthal angle and relative azimuthal velocity) are more difficult to obtain if

one has a broad-beam radar.

Perhaps a modern concept, namely SAR (synthetic aperture radar), can be of help [21, 22]. Again

referring to fig. 4.1, assume for the moment that the target is stationary. As the radar aircraft moves at

velocity ~p (assumed constant for simplicity, but not necessary) and continues to emit and receive radar

pulses, if the data for each pulse is stored and compared from pulse to pulse, the effect that can be

achieved is to have the size of the radar antenna be increased to

&=l~PIAf~

A t~ = length of time recordings are taken (over many radar pulses)

90 where the subscripts refers to SAR. The effective beamwidth is then given (in radians) by [22]

(4.12)

(4.13)

the factor of 2 coming from the phase difference in the round-trip path. By flying fast enough (7P) for

enough time (Afs ) quite good resolution ca,nbe achieved. Even with long wavelengths (tens of meters at

HF) the aircraft can move to give hundreds of meters or even kilometers for t?$.

With the target moving at velocity ~t, it is, of course, the relative velocity 7P – ?t that one

should use in the formulas. The reader can note that ISAR (inverse SAR) is sometimes used to designate

the case in which the radar is stationary and the target is moving. Our present si tuaiion is, however,

more general in that both move. Of course, using special-relativity concepts one can regard the target as

stationary (inertial reference frame) and the radar as moving, or conversely. Actually, the target motion

(relative to the local earth) can be used to advantage for clutter suppression. As one focuses the SAR

processing on the moving target the returns from earth-surface perturbations (hills, waves, etc.) are

averaged out (or effectively defocused).

17
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away from the radar platform, then one can orient the direction of platform flight so that ~p has a

significant component perpendicular to this direction, giving the common configuration of a sidehking *

SAR. It may then be useful to vary the direction of flight of the radar to obtain various value of V’p.

18
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5. Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented two general concepts for airframe-based radar antennas for HF and

VHF bands. By going to these lower frequencies (lower than commonly used aircraft radar frequencies)

one can make half wavelengths of the order of major target dimensions. This can increase the target

scattering (depending on target), and can be used to identify the target based on its aspect-independent

natural frequencies as described in the SEM, provided there are sufficient frequencies (sufficient

bandwidth) in the radar pulse.

In order to achieve cross-range resolution and suppress ground clutter, one can use SAR

techniques. The SAR portion is not for identification, but location. Note that we are not looking for

resolution sufficient to resolve small geometric features of the target sufficient to produce an identifiable

image. We are looking for enough resolution to pinpoint the target location (average), especially in cross

range. The SAR technique allows one to achieve this resolution, even with these relatively long

wavelengths. Note that SAR is not the only way, in principle, to achieve this resolution. With two radar

aircraft one can also use bistatic techniques.
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